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Abstract. Electron localization effects in polyaniline have been investigated through the 
dependence of DC conductivity and magnetic susceptibility on thermal aging. A dramatic effect 
of thermal aging on conductivity is reported in the insulator-to-metal ansition region, which 
is interpreted as due to the onset of structural order between the chains. This is argued to 
con~th~theiosulator-to-metaltransitioncorresponds to across over oft heel^^^^^^ from 
lacalizntion to delocalization. Furthermore, the quasi-one-dimensional variable-range hopping 
model is shown to account for the observed temperature dependences of the conductivity in the 
entire protonation range. 

1. Introduction 

Conjugated polymers have recently emerged as materials of tremendous importance for 
applied and basic research [I]. In particular, polyaniline (PAN) protonated with HCl (PAN- 
Cl) displays a rich variety of complex but novel physics. While it is well established 
that PAN-CI exhibits an insulator-to-metal transition determined by the protonation level 
y = [Cl-J/[m, the nature of charge transport and the dimensionality of the metallic state 
have remained the subjects of recent study 12-81. From the nearly linear dependence [9] 
of Pauli susceptibility (xp) on y and that of thermoelectric power on inverse temperature 
[4,5], it seems clear that polyaniline in the emeraldine-salt-form phase segregates into either 
granular three-dimensional metallic islands surrounded by amorphous regions [2,4,5,9] or 
isolated conducting chains in an insulating matrix 131. In the metallic-island model, PAN-C~ 
(for y values, in the range 0.3-0.5) is described as bundles of coupled parallel chains in 
which the electronic wave functions are completely delocalized over the entire bundle. The 
metallic bundles are associated with the ’crystalline’ regions of the polymer, and interbundle 
barriers [IO] determine macroscopic DC conductivity (a). The s q e  picture obtains for the 
isolated-conducting-chain case except that weak interchain interactions among the isolated 
chains limit the conductivity to modest values of the order of 10 0-’ cm-’. Experimentally, 
however, it is observed that the conductivity changes over nine orders of magnitude in the 
protonation range 0.2 < y 4 0.3 [ll]. In the three-dimensional metallic-islands picture, 
this insulator-to-metal transition represents a crossover eom localization to delocalization of 
electronic states within the islands, whereas, in the conducting-chains model, the transition 
a&es from percolation of isolated protonated chains [12]. The insulator-to-metal transition 
is also described in other studies as due to disorder in the sequence of benzenoid and 
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quinoid groups along the polymer chain 171, and due to the presence of extended states in 
the random dimer model [6,8]. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that the insulator-to-metal transition in PAN- 
Cl is driven by disorder and that it essentially represents a crossover from localization 
to delocalization brought about by increased structural order (and decreased separation) 
between protonated chains. The primary impetus for conducting this research comes from 
our prior magnetic susceptibility studies, which showed an unambiguous dependence of 
Curie and Pauli susceptibilities on absorbed moisture [13-151. The presence of water, 
possibly associated with solvation of dopant ions such as chioride (due to its high charge- 
to-radius ratio in this case), is believed to reduce electrostatic Coulomb interaction between 
the positive charge on the chain and the anions, and thus increase delocalization of the spins 
on the polymer backbone. Removal of water through thermal aging, on the other hand, leads 
to decreased delocalization of the spins due to enhanced pinning of both the spin and the 
charge on the polymer chains. We report and discuss here the rather dramatic effect of aging 
on U ,  which manifests itself in two distinctly different ways across the insulator-to-metal 
transition region. Furthermore, using the hopping-transport model for a weakly disordered 
quasi-one-dimensional (ID) system, 116,171 it is shown that delocalization of the electron 
wave function occurs in the metal-t&insulator transition region. 

Recent studies of PAN protonated with camphor sulphonic axis (PAN-CSA) have also 
shown that the insulator-to-metal transition is induced by disorder, and the polymer can 
be tuned through the critical regime of the metal-insulator by either pressure or external 
magnetic Beld (18-201. The difference in the electrical and magnetic behaviour between 
PAN-Cl and PAN-CSA is due to reduced microscopic disorder and mesoscale inhomogeneities 
in PAN-CSA compared to PAN-C1. Reduced microscopic disorder in PAN-CSA leads to 
intrinsically metallic states for T 2 180 K, whereas in PAN-Cl the conduction is of hopping 
type in the entire temperature regime 10-300 K with disorder-induced localization of the 
electron states. 
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2. Experimental details 

The polyaniline samples were synthesized by the usual method as described earlier 1211. For 
U measurements pellets were pressed under a pressure of approximately 10 kbar. A four- 
probe technique was used for conductivity measurements, with the four probes attached 
to the samples with Acheson Electrodag 502. A Keithley 614 electrometer was used to 
measure the voltage, while a Keithley 220 current source provided the electric current. 
Susceptibility measurements were made with a ‘force’ magnetometer in a magnetic field of 
5 kG. Thermal aging of the samples was carried out in a vacuum of about 50 x Torr, 
and the samples, once loaded, were not exposed to the extemal environment. 

3. Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of DC conductivity, plotted as Inu against T-”*, 
for the heavily doped sample of PAN-Cl (y z 0.52) at different thermal aging temperatures. 
Two features of this set of curves are noteworthy. First, aging at higher temperatures 
leads not only to reduced room-temperature conductivity, but it also makes the temperature 
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Figure 1. The temperature dependence of the DC conductivity of polyaniline doped at 
y = 0.52 & 0.03. plotted as In@) against T'D, at different thermal aging temperames: unaged 
sample (open circles); samples aged at 313 K (closed circles), 333 K (open triangles), 353 K 
(closed triangles), and 363 K (open squares). 

dependence increasingly steep. Second, samples aged at various temperatures show a linear 
behaviour of Ino against T-II2 described by 

U = u ~ e e x p [ - ( ~ ~ / ~ ) ' / ~ ]  (1) 

with nearly the same intercept on the In U axis. Similar trends are observed for samples 
protonated up to y = 0.25. For y 5 0.25, aging leads to a progressive increase of 
conductivity at room temperature, and the slope of the Inn against T-*j2 curves decreases, 
in contrast to the behaviour for y 2 0.25 described above. A representative set of curves is 
shown in figure 2 at y N 0.14. Furthermore, the conductivity as a function of temperature 
follows (I), at least up to y Y 0.14, below which it is represented by the following equation: 

U = ( u ~ / ~ * ~ ~ ) e x p [ - ( ~ , * / ~ ) ' / ~ ] .  (2) 

Figure 3 shows our results for In(T'&) against at y = 0.10 f 0.02. It should be 
noted that the data below y N 0.14 cannot be represented by (1) [2]. 

The behaviour shown in figures 1-3 is considered to arise from an interplay between 
intrachain electronic disorder and interchain structural disorder. According to recent x- 
ray investigations, [IO] crystallinity in PAN increases with increase in y, but even at 
y = 0.50, approximateIy half of the material is amorphous. Chains in the emeraldine-base 
form are inherently disordered-much like spaghetti-and protonation with concomitant 
incorporation of C1- anions between chains provides the necessary electrostatic forces 
for transforming a disordered structure into a compact 'ordered' structure, as shown by 
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Figure 2. The temperature dependence of the DC conductivity of plymiline doped at 
y = 0.1410.02. plotted as In(<) against T o z ,  ar different thermal aging temperatures: unaged 
sample (open circles): samples aged at 327 K (closed circles) md 363 K (open triangles). 

a decrease in the d spacings between the chains with increase of y up to a limiting value 
yc [lo]. We argue that the interchain smctural disorder for y < yc, arising from the 
overwhelming amorphous content and small size of the semicrystalline regions, induces 
enough intrachain electronic disorder in this protonation range that the electron wave 
functions are localized on individual chains. Thermal aging for samples having y < yc 
reduces the interchain disorder of the loosely packed smchue by introducing more regularity 
between the chains, leading thereby to increased localization length or decreased values of 
TA. This interpretation is supported by the recent x-ray diffraction results on an annealed 
sample of polyaniline doped with p-toluenesulphonic acid [22]. 

Above yc,  the crystalline regions are tightly packed, and we contend that water molecules 
hydrating the C1- anions contribute to the overall structural order of PAN-C1 [23]. Liberation 
of water by thermal aging introduces more intrachain electronic disorder through changes, 
for example, in the potential barriers at sites close to the CI- anions. This is reflected by 
a decrease in the localization length. The same effect is observed in other heavily doped 
derivatives of polyaniline, namely poly(o-toluidine), poly(m-toluidine), poly(o-ethyl aniline) 
and poIy(o-propyl aniline), where random location of the long alkyl groups at two equivalent 
positions causes so much intrachain electronic disorder that the electron wave function is 
always localized on individual chains and thermal annealing does not lead to any significant 
additional localization [24]. What emerges therefore is the result that structural disorder in 
polyaniline localizes the charge to single chains for samples having y < ye, and that the 
increased interchain structural order or coherence in the crystalline regions for y > yc leads 
to the appearance o f  delocalized electron states. 

The results shown in figures 1-3 (in fact over the entire protonation range) can be 
quantitatively interpreted using a model that incorporates quasi-ID variable-range hopping 
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Figure 3. The temperature dependence of the DC conductivity of polyanilim doped at 
y = 0.10 + 0.02, plotted m In(aT1n) againsr T1I4, at different thermal aging temperatures: 
nnaged sample (open circles); samples aged at 313 K (filled squares). 328 K (open triangles), 
and 368 K (filled uiangles). 

(VRH) between nearest-neighbouring chains [16,17]. In such a quasi-ID system, consisting of 
N parallel chains with weak interchain interactions ( f l q  < E ) ,  conductivity is determined 
by three parameters, namely the temperature TO, the density of states at the Fermi level 
N(EF) ,  and the transfer integral tL, which denotes interchain exchange between nearest- 
neighbour -chains. To is the characteristic temperature, above which conductivity is 
essentially detqmined by the phonon bath, and below which it is determined by the 
distributional disorder of electron states in space and energy. In the temperature range 
T, < T < TO, where TI = ~ T o / ~ K  with K = In(4To/xtl) and To = T32 ,  interchain 
conductivity perpendicular to the chains is of the type Ino M -(T;/T)"', and the intrachain 
conductivity is of the activated type. Interchain conductivity due to quasi-1D VRH retains 
the temperature dependence of equation (1) for the temperature range T2 < T < Tj, where 
Tz = T o / ~ K ' .  The conductivity for T < T2J9. however, corresponds to VRH in a 3D 
anisotropic system where T: = 512G~'. 

As long as U follows (1) (figures 1 and 2), the slope of Ino against l /T ' lZ  yields 
To directly, and thus the localization length can be obtained using the relationship 5 = 
8/a-'N(EF)zkB. Magnetic-susceptibility measurements were made under the same thermal 
aging conditions as the conductivity measurements to determine N(EF) .  Table 1 lists values 
of TO, N ( E F ) ,  and a-' for the three reported samples. It is clear that thermal aging introduces 
intrachain disorder, which is then reflected in lower values of a-'. However, for y 5 0.10 
(figure 3, for example) the measured slope gives Tg, which is proportional to GK'. An 
estimate of the hopping integral is needed to obtain TO as K depends on both TO and t ~ .  
Since the experimental data of figure 3 follow equation (2) from around 250 K downwards, 
we take TI = 2000 K, and making use of the relations 5125~'  = T,*, Tz = T o / ~ K  2 , 
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Table 1. The protonation level. thermal aging temperature. r0, density of states at the Fermi 
level, and Ihe localization lengul for the three polyaniline samples. 

Protonation Thermal aging temperature TO NCEd a-' 

0.52*0.03 295 . . . . .  1800 3.8 34 
313 2200 3.7 28 

level, y 6) (K) (states eV-lfZ-ring) (A) 

333 2 800 3.4 25 
353 3 600 3.2 20 
365 4 000 3.1 19 

0.14f0.02 297 20000 1.2 9 
327 165000 1.2 I1 
363 135000 1.2 14 

0.10 f 0.02 295 52000 0.5 I 
313 50000 0.5 8 
328 46000 0.5 8 
368 40000 0.5 10 

50 

40 - 
.................... 

m m 

4 

J - * 30 - ,1 1 I 
a i o  

20 - t '  
................................ lo:i U 1 

xp = &V(&), and TO = S / i z - ' N ( E ~ ) z k  we find a-' in the range 7-10 A. For values 
of y lower than 0.10, we have used Tz = 3000 K in the calculations for C1 since (2) is 
followed beginning at room temperature. The plot in figure 4 of CY-' against y ,  especially 
for unaged samples of PAN-Cl, clearly shows delocalization of the electron spins in the 
transition region. 
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That the states in PAN-Cl are delocalized is also predicted by the above model. A local- 
ization to delocalization transition occurs when J = 1, where J = (1r~/2*/~)(t~/4T~) and 
where fl can be approximately obtained from the relation t~ = (2e2/eu)(r/u) exp(-r/u) 
[4]. Using r = 3.5 A, U = 1.06 A, E = 4, and experimentally determined values of To, 
we obtain J = 3.2, 2.4, 1.6, 0.7, and 0.3 corresponding to y values of 0.52, 0.44, 0.35, 
0.25, and 0.14, respectively. This behaviour, that of decreasing J values, is mainly due to 
increased localization of the electrons as a result of decreased interchain coherence. For 
heavily protonated poly(o-toluidine) and poly@-ethylaniline), the J values are 0.4 and 0.1, 
respectively [24]. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the insulator-to-metal transition in PAN-CI is of localization-to-delocalization 
type, driven by increased structural order between the chains and through increased 
interchain coherence. The inherent disorder present in alkyl-substituted polayanilines keeps 
the electron states localized on individual chains. The quasi-10 VRH model accounts for all 
the observed conductivity features as a function of both temperature and protonation level 
for polyaniline and its derivatives. Finally, absorbed moisture makes the most significant 
contribution to the factors affecting the interchain hopping parameters involved in the 
conduction process. 
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